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• Monday 3:45 pm - Disney Sidekicks SOLD OUT!
• Monday 5:00 pm - Movement & Music: Broadway Showstoppers
• Thursday 2:30 pm - Mary Poppins SOLD OUT!
Musical Theatre/Acting: Disney Sidekicks (K-2nd) SOLD OUT!
Teacher: Sarah Beglen
Sure, the starts of the Disney universe are amazing, but nothing quite compares to the hilarity,
creativity, and fun of a Disney sidekick. Characters like Pumba, Timone, Mushu, Genie, Iago,
Cogsworth, Olaf bring their own magical touch to the story. In this class, we’ll use these
characters to explore movement, rhythm, acting, and stage presence. We’ll learn to move on
beat, use our bodies to portray emotions and ideas, all while having a blast! Students in this
class will focus on building their confidence, delivering lines, working on their partners,
creative storytelling, and MUCH more! Come and get a kick out of sidekicks!
Musical Theatre: Mary Poppins (K-2nd) SOLD OUT!
Teacher: Scott Sawa
Grab your umbrellas and sense of wonder with the magic of Mary Poppins. We’ll move to some
of the super fun songs from the musical like Chim-Chim, Supercalifragalistc, and more. Students
will also learn to play off their partners, work together, build confidence, and become their best
version of a budding actor. We’ll also explore how environments, voices, mannerisms, and
personalities help influence and build a character. Take your skills and abilities to the next level.
Let’s have a blast exploring theatre together!
Music and Movement: Broadway Showstoppers (2nd-5th)
Teacher: Sarah Beglen
We’ll use music to inspire and motivate us to movement. Learn different aspects of rhythm
through listening, playing, clapping, and moving to music. We’ll also use music to help us create
different emotions and characters. Learn how music can create a mood, environment, or idea to
help you express yourself. Let’s MOVE and create together. We will use some favorite Broadway
tunes and characters and the basis for our class. Let’s shine together like a Broadway star!

